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Let There Be Light



TRANSPARENCE - 4 Divisions

Whether we conjure up harmonious lighting conditions in the
living room, let halls and shopping centers shine in new
splendor, further develop specific light for your plants or
install optimal daylight for workplaces, you have come to the
right place.

As a general contractor for light and lighting concepts, we
take care of your lighting concerns competently and
promptly.
With passion and enthusiasm, our designers and technicians
face the challenges they encounter in the big world of light.

In this way, we are able to respond to today's needs and
identify solutions for tomorrow's issues.

Our transparent communication culture with customers as
well as within the company leads to extremely high efficiency
in project implementation.
It forms the basis for a trusting and close customer
relationship.

Lightglow

Lightglow is the most experienced horse in the
TRANSPARENCE stable and is primarily concerned with the
planning of modern, individual and affordable lighting
concepts for indoor and outdoor areas.

With more than 20 years of project experience and
permanent further training of the employees as well as the
constant development of in-house products in the field of
LEDs, we are always up to date with the latest technology.
That's why we love projects that challenge and encourage
us.

Light ideas are very difficult to communicate. In order to get
a realistic picture of the effect of the individually choosen
concepts early on in the planning, we first check them with
digital visualizations.
Our own experienced specialists work with renowned
computer programs and thus create images that make it
easy for customers to decide on one or the other lighting
solution.

On-site light sampling and the construction of prototypes
have also proven to be very useful planning aids.

With both methods, we can now show a prognosis of the
expected result in an extraordinarily realistic way and thus
prevent disappointments.
It's all done quickly, easily and inexpensively, preventing
unnecessary, costly investments that can strain your budget
right from the start of your journey.

Within our 4 divisions you will find the right contact person for
your concerns:

Lightglow
> for project planning and design of lighting systems

Asti Lights
> for contemporary lamp design with progressive
LED technology

Allinlight Service (ALS)
> for services related to the installation, maintenance and
replacement of lights

Technology Development Light (TDL)
> for the development of new technologies, designs and
machines for the production of lamps as well as new light
sources
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Innovative

Sustainable

High Quality

Asti Lights

Would you like to have your very own lamp design or
perhaps even your own lamp collection?
Round, square or oval, simple or ornamented, made of glass,
wood or metal, for standing or hanging, etc., you've come to
the right place at Asti Lights.

"Innovation" in the sense of new ideas and inventions as well
as "progress" in the further development of technological
highlights characterize our designs.
These are probably the most typical attributes that describe
the youngest department of TRANSPARENCE.

The vigor and dynamism of Asti Lights are reflected on the
one hand in the objects, which are implemented individually
and exclusively for customers, and on the other hand in the
in-house creations.
The creative drive that is inherent in the team and serves as
an inexhaustible source of energy is contagious and has a
corresponding effect on the products.
An important part of success!

As already mentioned in our Lightglow department, we also
use the technology of digital visualization very intensively in
the design of luminous objects. More details and a case
study are documented on the following pages.

With us you also get intelligent lighting technology, which
reduces your electricity costs and protects the environment,
engineering combined with design and first-class
craftsmanship.
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Visualisation of Lighting Concepts

The use of digital visualizations is now indispensable in
architecture, lighting planning and product design. Even if 3D
programs have been available for many years, the real
simulation of light was hardly possible for a long time. But
today, thanks to state-of-the-art software, we have the
tools at our disposal to realize light visualizations of the
highest quality.

We work with render programs that take into account all the
important physical properties of light, so that geometries,
shadows, reflections, highlights, material surfaces and more
are reproduced in a very natural way.
Additionally, it is often essential to show lighting moods at
different times.
In this way, the incidence of light or the course of the
shadows can be calculated throughout the day according to
the actually prevailing geographical conditions and the
lighting can be adjusted and optimally adjusted if necessary.
This is exactly what we have gone through here using a
lounge as an example.

When using artificial light sources, many other parameters
can be set in addition to color and light temperature (Kelvin).
Would you have thought that more than 10 different types of
lighting were used in the visualizations shown?
Starting with downlight spots, cove lighting in the ceiling
(indirect), wall lights with IES profile (radiation characteristics
true to the manufacturer), starlit sky, column floodlights,
object spot on logo, self-illuminating bar body, backlit
company logo, indirect pilaster lighting to LED light objects on
the tables.

With this versatile tool, a wide variety of projects such as
offices, living spaces, hotel foyers, shopping centers, shops,
boutique windows, event stages, restaurants, nightclubs,
classrooms, studios, facade lighting, lamps and much more
can be brought to life at an early stage in such a way that
alone even the visualization is an experience.

Our light visualizations form the foundation of a successful
project.
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ALS - Allinlight Service

The fitters in our lighting service department install
everything that has been planned down to the last detail with
the customer.
A good light and lighting concept only comes into its own
when the installations have been carried out professionally
and carefully and the light has been illuminated.

The products we produce and/or deliver are carefully
assembled and commissioned by our specialists. Each
assembled and installed item is inspected on site for damage
and tested for functionality.

Cleanliness at work and legally compliant execution with
certification are just as much a must as the protection of the
buildings until they are handed over to the customer.

There is also increasing interest in converting existing lights to
the new LED technology. The advantages speak for
themselves: energy savings, minimal maintenance and a
significantly longer service life with reduced investments.

Not every conversion makes sense, so we do a feasibility
study with a cost analysis beforehand.
Based on this, we can give you the right guide for the optimal
decision.
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TDL - Technology Development Light

Our development and innovation department is the heart of
today's and tomorrow's lighting products.
Whether in the field of interior design, outdoor spaces,
aviation, nautical, automotive or mechanical engineering and
much more, new solutions and technologies are in demand
everywhere more than ever.

The engineers at TDL love a challenge and are happy to
break new ground. They design and work on the technology
for lighting solutions that do not yet exist or are still in their
infancy.
To ensure that these are actually used, our designs are put
through their paces by various parts of the insdustry in real
environments.

If the quality check is successful, we implement the projects
with our clients and/or the testing institutions.
This is how products are created that are only available from
us.
On the one hand, this entails a certain exclusivity and, on the
other hand, a technical breakthrough creates a considerable
economic advantage.

Put simply, the development of powerful, energy-saving and
environmentally friendly LEDs is the top priority here.

TRANSPARENCE - Team

Andrea Sandro Asti
Owner of TRANSPARENCE

Education:

- Basic training as an electrician with a federal certificate
- Fachhochschule beider Basel electrical engineer with

Focus on high-voltage technology Dipl. Ing. HTL
- Master at Eidgenössisches Hochschulinstitut für

Berufsbildung EHB

Experience:

Electrical installation, construction & project management
(10 years), industrial automation Siemens S7 (4 years), fiber
optic lighting technology (5 years), LED lighting technology
(20 years)

Countries: UAE, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Sweden, Monaco,
London, France, Germany and Switzerland

Dominik Gschwind
Design Director of TRANSPARENCE
(Associated Partner)

Education:

- Basic studies in mechanical engineering, ETH Zurich
- Study of Architecture, ETH Zurich
- Qualified architect ETH (Diploma/Master 1996)

Experience:

Design and construction in building constructions, interior
design and plant construction / design of furniture, lights
and fittings / 3D visualizations

Countries: Sweden and Switzerland

Construction

Development

Future
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Edition Notice

Editor
TRANSPARENCE
Hauptstrasse 66
8269 Fruthwilen

info@tdl.swiss
www.tdl.swiss

Copyright, trademark law
The copyright for all published content lies with TRANSPARENCE.
Texts, images, audio and video files or other content may only be
used privately or with reference to the source for editorial
contributions in the media.
Any other use, especially commercial use, is only permitted with
the express consent of TRANSPARENCE.
The TRANSPARENCE logo may not be used by third parties for
commercial or private purposes without the consent of
TRANSPARENCE.
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